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Abstract

Average derivatives are the mean slopes of regression functions. In practice
they are estimated via a non-parametric emoothing technique. Every smoothing
method, needs a calibration paramater that determines the finite sample perfor-
mance.

In this paper we use the kernel estimation method and develop a formula for the
bandwidth that describes the sensitivity of the average derivative estimator. One
can determine an optimal smoothing parameter from this formula which tries out
to undersmooth the density of the regression variable.
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1 Average Derivatives in Discrete Choice Analysis

The average derivative is the mean of the slope of a regression function. In a regression
setting Y- m(X ) t e with regression curve m: Rd ~ R, the average derivative ia the
mean gradient EX(m'(X )), or, more generally, the weighted mean gradient

ó - Ex(m(X)wÍX)) (1.1)

where m'(x) is the gradient

- ~lim óm~

m(x) 8x~'
. .. ,

8xa
E Rd

(x~, ... , xd are components of the vector x), w(x) is some weight íunction and EX ia the
expectation with respect to the ( marginal) X-distribution.

The average derivate b is interesting in the context of discrete choice analysis where
in the case of binary choice we want to infer on the function

P(Y - I~X - x) - m(x)

from observations {(X;,Y)}" i,X; E Rd,Y E {0,1}. A pure nonparametric apptoach
to cstimation of m(x) is possible, see e.g. the recent monographs by Muller ( 1988),
Eubank ( 1988), Wahba ( 1990), and Hàrdle ( 1990). It is well known though that this
approach is not costless: the preciaion of the estimator is exponentially decreasing as the
dimension d increases. In order to avoid this difficulty one could of course fall back into
pure parametric models for m(x).

One such modcl would be

m(x) - G(xTp), (1.2)
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where G, the link function, is of known form, e.g. G- 45 would postulate a Probit model.

A model comprising the advantages and simplicity of (1.2) and the flexibility of a
nonparametric smoothing approach is a single index model

m(x) - 9(xTÍ3) (1.3)

with an unknown link function g and index xT(i.
It is well known that (i in (1.3) can only be identified up to scale, see Hárdle and

Stoker (1989): the (weighted) average derivative (ADE) for this model is

á- Ex I d(XTa) w(X ) J Q- 7p ~ Q

so we see that we can estimate Q(up to scale) if we know how to estimate ë and if yp
is different from zero. A simple example for (1.4) is a linear link function g(-); then the

coefficients Q are multiplied by the slope of g(.) times Ex(w(X)). For general, nonlinear
g(.), as in binary choice models, the p ccefficients are multiplied by the average slope

d ( )7p-Ex dx p)wX ~.

Wc use kernel estimators for the average dcrivative Á sincc they are straightforward

to implement and easy to understand on an irrtuitive level. Other possibilities include

splines and orthogonal series but to our knowledge these techniques have not been em-

ployed to cstimate average derivatives. The main point in this paper is about the selec-

tion of the bandwidth, the kernel smoothing parameter, for the d-dimensional case. The

one-dimensional case with a focus on estimation of income effects is treated in Hárdle,

Ifart, Marron and Tsybakov (1991). From asymptotical viewpoint thc choicc of band-

width does not atfect the behavior of ADE estimators. IL iniluences only the higher

order terms of asymptotic expansions for mean squared error, not the main term which

is of order O(,'-~) where n is the number of observations. In practice though the choice

of the smoothing parameter is an important issue as has been pointed out by Hsieh and
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Manski (1987, p. 551).

In this paper we consider the special choice o[ weight function: w(x) - j(x), where
f(x) is the marginal density of X (cL Powell, Stock and Stoker (1989)). This is moti-

vated by several reasons. I~ irst, under such choice of w we avoid the raudorn denominator

appearing if w(x) - 1(in fact, for w(x) - 1 the ADE estimators contain the density

estimator in denominator, see }iàrdle and Stoker (1989) for details). Because of the

random denominator the necessary asymptotic expansions hold under somewhat restric-

tive assumptions on the underlying density f(Hàrdle and Stoker (1989), Hàrdle, Hart,

Marron and Tsybakov (1991)). Next, for the multidimensíonal case the O(~) rate of the

mean-squared error is not attained unless the oscillating higher order kernels are imple-

mented. This causes a dif6culty in treating the case of w(x) - 1: the ADE estimator is

not we11-defined and it requires some truncation (Hàrdle and Stoker (1989)). The choice

of truncation threshold appears to be crucial in this context. This creates an additional

problem which could be easily eliminated if w(x) - f(x).

In Section 2 we quantify Lhe sensitivity of ADE via a second-order expansion of inean

squared error of a kernel estimator for á. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of our main

theorem. fn the appendix we prove some lemmas.

2 The sensitivity of ADE

Assume that independent pairs (X;,Y), i- 1,...,n, of random variables, X; E Rd,
}; E R~, are observed that they have the same distribution as (X,Y), X E li, Y E Rr.

Let the regression function m(x) - E(Y~X - x) exist and let X have the density
j(x) witl~ respect to Lebesgue measure in fi. Suppose, moreover, that the regression
function m and the density j are continuously differentiable and that j(x) vanishes
outside a compact set, the support of X.

Using partial integration (over the suppott of X) we get

ó - I m'(x)f~(x)dx -

- -2 f m(x)Ï~(x)Í(x)dx - -2E(YI~(X)) (2.1)
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wherc j'(x) -~~,..., e~) and the expectation is now taken over the joint distribution
of (X,Y).

If we knew the marginal density f we could estimate á by means of the sum
-n ~;-, Yj'(X;) which is obtained if one substitutes the expectation in (2.1) by the
empirical average.

In our approach we do not know the density function. We shall estimate it from the
data via tl~e kernel method. The marginal density j(.) is estimated by

jn(x) - n-i ~ 1~n(x - X;) (2.2)
:-i

where Zh(u) - h-dJC ~ n,..., h) for a multivariate kernel function

d
~(tL,,...,tld) - ~ h(ul)iu - (uli---rud) E Rdi

~-i

based on a one-dimensional kernel K. The scaling of 1C is through h~ 0, the bandwidth,
or smoothing parameter.

The gradient f'(x) is estimated by

Ii,(x) - n ~~n(x - X;)
~-i

where

ZA(u) - h-d-1K~ lull ~ K `u~lh k~i h

and K' denotes the derivative of one-dimensional kernel K.
Using (2.4) we can construct an estimate of the average derivative
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bn - -~ ~Yfi,(X~).n ~-~

We study the asymptotic mean squared error of bn under the following assumptions.

(A1) The kernel K is bounded, continuously differentiable, symmetric with support

[-l,l~; K'(0) - 0.

(A2) j K(u)du - 1, and there exists a positive integer k~ 2 such that
j u~If(u)du - O,j - 1,...,k - 1,
j ukK(u)du - dK ~ 0.

(A3) The marginal density f(x) of X is compactly supported and has continuous partial
derivatives up to the order k t 1 on Rd.

(A4) The regression function m(x) has continuous partial derivatives up to the order
k t 1 on Rd.

(A5) The conditional variance

v~(x) - Var(YIX - x)

is bounded on the support of f.

(A6) h- hn -. 0, and n~hnt~ ~ oo as n-~ oo.

Later I. I denotes Euclidean norm when applied to vectors.

Theorem. Under the assumptions (A1)-(A6)

E(IÓn - ëI~) - Qin-' f Qsn-~h„d-~ f Qah,~,k f
k

~(nn } ns ) f o nshdts f h nk ' n~~'
n

where
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Q~ - 9[E(II(X)~(X)I')-IE(t(X)m(X))I'f
-~Eca~cX)iI'cX)i~)) ,

Qs - 4Cx I o'(x)t'(x)d~,

Q3 - 4~ f sx(x)I(s)m(~)d~l',

and

CK - f ~Z'(u)~'du - d f(K'(u))'du( f K'(u)du)'-',

8ki1)(x)
1 k d 8r~, 8r~~

SK(x) - dK( k~) ~ ;
j-1 8k;~

8xe8r~

From the Theorem we see that the bandwidth h„ minimizing E(~b„ - 6~~) is given by

hn - hon-s~ei~

where

rQ2(d f 2) ~ll~7ktdf2)

ho - l 2kQ, .

For h„ - hn we have
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EÍ~bn - á~~) - Qrn-~ t Cn-í-rfT ~. o(n-~~iit~) f
1t n(-),.~ -~ oo,,r~

where

2k ~; df2 ~t~ 4 '
Q2~Q3~C - [(d f 2) } ( 2k ) .

Optimization of k. This in fact is reasonable i[ one believes that f and m are in-

finitely many times continuously differentiable. It follows from (2.6) that the best rate

for mean squared error equala n-1 and it is attained ií k 1(dt2)~2. For example, in one-

dimensional case (d - 1) it suffices to take k- 2. Then the second term in (2.6) equals

Cn-s~', and h;, is proportional to n-~~~ (cf. Hárdle, Hart, Marron and Tsybakov (1991)).

Assumptions (A1) and ( A2) entail that the order k of the kernel should be necessarily

even. Thus, the condition for choosing k that guarantees the best rate of convergence

becomes:

"k is Lhc tninirnal cvcn numbcr such thaL k)(d -} 2)~2n

Optimization of K. The factor C depends on the kernel K. Optimizing this factor in
K leads to the minimization problem ( in view oí the definition of Q~, Q3):

min (f ukK(u)du)dtx( r( K~(u))zdu)sk(f K~(u)du)~1d-11
F'EU. f

where Uk is the class of kernels satisfying (A1), (A2). For d- 1 this problem was solved
by Mammitzsch ( 1990) who showed that the optimal K is the quartic kernel

K(u) - (15~16)(1 - u~)~I(~u~ G 1)
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where I(-) denotes the indicator function.

If d 1 2 then k? 4, and the optimal K is, clearly, an oscillating kernel taking positive

and negative values.

3 Proof of the Theorem

Denote

n1
bn - bnl2 - --~Yjh(X.),

n ~-1

b` - b~2 -- fm(x) j'(x) j (x)dx.

Clearly,

E(~bn - ó~2) - 4E(~ë;, - b'~').

Write the estimator b;, as

n

bn - n ~(nl(X~) f E~)jn(Xc)
~-~

where s; - Y- m(X;). Since E(e;~X;) - 0 we have

E(Ián - b~~~) - E I I~~Eijh(X()I~~ t
` n ~-i

1 ~
fE ~m(X~)Ïé(X~) - b' -

n ~-~
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1 n Y
- E I-~EiIA(Xí)I ~ ~

n ~-~

fE ~In ~~ICi - E(Ci)II~) f
i

1 "
t n~E(Ci)-ó'

-i

x

where ~; - m(X;) fti(X;).

It follows from (Al) Lhat JC~(0) - 0, and thus

Ih(Xi) - ~ ~ ~h(Xi - Xj).

j-1
i~j

Thus,

E(~r) - E(~i) - E(m(Xi)Ík(Xi)) -
n-1.-

9n

where 9- E(m(X~)iCÁ(Xl - Xs)). Here we used ( 2.4) and the fact that ~~,(0) - 0 which
follows from (Al). Now, ( 3.2) and ( 3.4) entail

E(Ión-ó~~')-Vit[~sfVs

where

1 " ~ ~
Vl - E I-~EiIA(Xi)I ~ in i-~
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I "
~~ - E I-~(G - E(C~))

n ~-i

V~ - ~E(~~) - b`~'.

Let us evaluate the terms Vl, Uzi U3.

Clcarly,

- ~ a~(X;) , i - e,
E(EiE[~Xl, .. . , Xn)

0 , i~(.

From (3.3) and (3.6) we get

1 n
V! - E n~ ~ EiEf(IA(Xi),IA(Xf)) -

~,f-i
I

1 n
- -n~~E

~-i
o~(X;)

- 13 f a'(Xl)E
`

n J

I "
~ ~n(X: - X;)n
j-1

i~j

[~~h(XI -Xj)
i-~

~

s`

I

I(X~)dXi -

n
- n3 f a~(x)E ~(~~(x - Xi),Kn(x - X.))~ I(x)dx

i,,-~

ííere and later (- ,.) denotes the scalar product. We have

E I ~ (JCh(x - Xi),~n(x - X,))~ - (3.8)
`„-~
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- L~ L(I~'h(Z - ~~l)I2) } ~ I~(~A(x - .~j))I~ -
j-4

.Í,s-2
j~9

- (n - I)E(IKh(x - X~)~') t (n -1)(n - 2)~E(Kn(x - X,))~'.

It follows írom Lemmas 1, 2 and (3.8) that

[n~

F~ L (~h(x - Áj),~h(x - Xs))~ -
j~~-Z

- (n - 1)(CxJ(x)h-d-~ f ~s(h,x))f

f(n - 1)(n - 2)II~(x) f hkSK(x) f QI(h,x)~Z.

I{ence

Vi - 1 f Q'(x)~I~(x)~'f(x)dx -f
n

k
}nshdtsCK f a~(x)Í~(x)dx f o `n~hats) -~ O n t n~~ ,n ~~,

where we used the properties oi Q~,~3 and the fact that by ( A3) the function ~SK(z)~ is
uniformly bounded on the support of j.

Next,

Vs - 1 ~ E((C~,Cj)) - ~E(C~)~' - (3.10)
n~ . .,~-i

- vz~ t v„ - IE(S~)I~.
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where

n
Vsi - ns ~ E(~~~~~),:-i

1 n
Vss - ns ~ E((~i,~i)).

We havc

E(~~t~~) - nzE

Hence

I

m'(X~) ~ ( ~n(X: - X~), ~i,(X: - X,))

Vsi - 13E I m~(Xt) ~ (~é(Xi -X~),~n(Xi -Xz))~ .
n ` t,-s

Using the same argument as in (3.7)-(3.9) we find

Vzi - l f rn~(x)~!~(x)~2f(x)dx tn

} nshetz CF ,~ n`~(x)I'(x)dxf

k

}o`n~hdtz)fO~n ~-ns~,n~oo.

`

(3.11)
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Considcr thc tcrrn l~zz now. Applying ( 3.3) we obtain

Vzz - n - 1 E((~i,~z)) -n

-n-1lF,
n3 1

m(Xr)m(Xz) ~ (JCti(Xr - Xi),K~(Xz - X,))

(3.12)

t,s - 1,
l~l,

s~2

R3

n-1

where 0~, - E[m(Xr)m(Xz)(JC~(X~ - X~), IC~(Xz - X,))].
Let us treat Di, separately in the (ollowing 4 cases:

(i) s - f,

(ii) s~e,e~2,s~1,

(iii) s~ P and either (- 2, s~ 1, or !~ 2, s- 1,

(i~) s~e,e-2,s-1.
In case (i)

~a - ~u - E[m(Xr)m(Xz)(KA(Xl - X3),Kh(Xs - X3))1- (3.13)

- Ex~ ~~Ez~ (m(Xr)Ki~(Xr - X3))~z~ ~r Bi.

In ca.se (ii)
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Or. - E[m(xt)m(xs)(~n(xi - Xr),Kn(Xi - X.))] -

- ~F(m(xi)~n(Xi - Xr))~2 - ~ 9 ~2.

In case (iii)

or. - E[m(X~)m(X~)(K~,(X~ - x~),zti(xz - x,))1-

- F'[(m(xi)nl(Xs) (~é(Xi - Xz)),Kn(Xs - X3))] ~~ Bs-

ln case (iv)

~a - E[m(xi)m(Xs)(Kn(Xi - X~),~~(Xs - X~))] -

- -G[(m(X~)m(Xs)~~h(Xi - Xs)~~) d-r B3.

In (3.16) we used Lhe fact that ~Ch is antisymmetric:

~C~(-u) - -1C;,(u).

It follows from (3.12)-(3.16) that

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

i~~z - nn31 [(n - 2)Bl f(n~ - 5n f 6)~ 4 ~~ d- 2(n - 2)B~ f B3]. (3.17)

Now we use Lemma 4 which implies, together with (3.17), that
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Vzz - nIf Í'(x)~m'(x)~'dx - f m'(x)~!~(x)~'Í(x)dx] t

t~ 4 ~zt~l-s~-
n

( k

-nhatz f mz(x)Íz(x)dx t ~ I n t nz~ t

to `nzhdfz) ~n -. oo.

From (3.4), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.18) we find

In-1--Iz zr 2 Il
Vz-VzitYn- 9 -VzrtVn-~9~ `1--t-Jn n nz

- n[1 f'(x)~ni ( x)~zdx - 4~ 4 ~z]t

k

t0 n t~z -F o(nzhdtz) ,n -~ oo.

By substitution on (A.2) into (3.19) we obtain

Vz - n~f I3(x)~m ( x)~zdx - 4~á'~z] t

k

t0 n t nz t o(nzhetz) ~n ~ oo.

It rcmains to find thc asymptotic expression [or V~.
By (A.2) we have

n-1 z
V3-I n 9-b'I -

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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n -F hk f Sx(x)Í(x)m(x)da -F ~x(h)

s
- h'k IJ Sx(z)Í(z)m(x)dxl i-

k
f0 ~h t 1~ i. v(hsk),n ~ oo.

n n~

s

From ( 3.5), (3.9), (3.20), ( 3.21) one gets

L(~hn - ó~~~) - n(f f7( ~)~ni(r.)~~dx - ~~6'~~f

f f a~(x)~Í~(x)~~f(t)dz~f

fnxhatsCx f ~~(z).Í~(x)dx f h'k~ f Sx(x)Í(x)m(x)dx~~t

(hk 1 1 1
t0 ln f nzJ t a(nzhdts) ~n ~ oo.

This, in vicw o[ (3.1), proves the Theorem.

Appendix

Lemma 1. Let assumptions ( A1)-(A4) be satisfied. Then

F.(1C~(x - X~)) -

- -Í~(Z) - hkSK(x) - ~i(h, x),tlx E Rs,

(A.1)
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where sups ~~~(h,x)~ - o(hk),h -~ 0, and

9- ó' - hk 1 SK(x)j(x)m(x)dx t~(h)

whoro Ili.~(h)I - o(It~`) aa h--i 0.

Proof. Ily partial iutegration

E(IC~(x - X~)) - h}, ~~~ (x ~ Zl
I(z)dz -

(A.2)

(A.3)

- -h I K'(u)j(x - uh)du -

- h f( J(x - uh))'JC(u)du - - f J'(x - uh)IC(u)du

where we used the fact that 1C and J are compactly supported. Assumption (A3) entails
that thc 'I'aylor expansion is valid, and thus, uuiformly in u E suppA;,

J~(x - uh) - ~ ~1(-1)laluahlal
a~'~~1a~,a~a

5 Qi(h,x) (A.4)
a:~a~~k ~ a~"~~~1

a:,a:a

where suPz ~Q~(h, x)~ - o(hk), h--~ 0, and a -(a, ... , ad) is multiindex, a~ 1 0, ~a~ -
at t . . . .}. ad, a! - a~ 1. . . adl, uQ - ui ~ ~ . . . ~ ud' for u - ( ui, . . . , ud) E Rd, and
aiv~ a~a~
á~ - a:,~-~..á; for x -(xi,...,xd) E Rd.

It follows from (A2) that

1 ua1C(u)du - 0, 0 C ~a~ C k- 1,

(A.5)
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r 0 , ~a~ - k card{ j : a~ ~ 0} ~ 1,
f ua1C(u)du - Sl - '

dx , ~a~ - k, card{ j: a~ ~ 0} - 1.

From (A.3)-(A.5) we get

E(IC'h(x - Xl)) - -f~Íx) -

a~'~t'!(r)
a~, a~o

-k~hk(-1)k ~ ; f u1C(u)du - Q~(h,x) -
n:~a~-k g~a~a'!(i)

a:,a:o

- -Í~(x) - hkSx(x) - Qi(h,x)

which proves ( A.1). To get ( A.2) note that by (A.1)

9- E(m(X~)JC~,(X~ - Xz)) -

(A.6)

- E(m(Xi)Ex2(~n(Xi - X~)) -

- E ~m(Xi)(-j~(Xi) - h`Sx(Xi) - Qi(h, Xi))~ -

- 6' - hk f Sx(x)j(x)m(x)dx-

- I m(x)f(x)~~(h,x)dx.

Now, sup~ ~~3i(h,x)~ - o(hk), and f m(x)f(x)dx G oo since m, f are bounded on the

compact support of f. This proves (A.2).
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Lemma 2. Let assumptions (A1)-(A4) be satisfied. Then

E(~~h(x - i11)~~) - CKf(x)h-d-~ f Q3(hix)

where sup~ ~~3(h,x)~ - o(h-d-z),h ~ 0.

Proof.

s
~(~~é(x - Xi)~~) - h sáfs .I IK~ `x h ZII f(Z) d2 -

- hts I ~~~(u)~'Í(x - uh)du.

It follows from (A3) that J is Lipschitz continuoua on its support with some Lipschitz

constant Lf. Thus,

I h t~ J ~~~(u)~'I(x - uh)du-

-hétxÍ(T)G~n~ C hdti f ~~C'(u)~~~u~du.

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 3. Let assumptions (AI)-(A4) be satisfied. Then

E(m(,~1 ~ )~h(x - i~l)) --(m(x)f ( x))~ - hkSIK(x) - F~~(hi x)

where
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8~k4~ s m s

1 k d 8í' 8~

S~rr(x) - dx ( k~) ~ :
~-~ FJkf~ s m S

áShcir~

and supr IQ~(h,x) - o(hk),h -, 0.

Proof is similar to the proof o( (A.1). lu [act, iustead of ( A.3) we now have

E(m(Xl)IC~(x - Xl)) - f( f(x - uh)m(x - uh))'JC(u)du -

--
J[

j'(x - uh)m(x - uh) t f( x - uh)rri ( x - uh)~1C(u)du.

Lemma 4. Let assumptions ( AI)-(A4) be satisfied. Then, as h~ 0,

B~ - 11m(x)I~f3(x)dxtlm~(x)If'(x)I~Í(x)dxt

t2 f m(x)(m'(x), f'(x))f~(x)dx t O(hk),

- - f ~T~'(x)If'(x)I'f(x)dx -

- f m(x)(m'(x),Í'(x))f~(z)dx t 0(hk),

B3- hts(CK fm2(x)f~(x)dxto(1)).

Proof. By Lemma 3

(A.7)

(A.s)

(A.9)

B~ - f Í(x)IE(m(Xi)Ki,(Xi - x))I~dx -
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- I j(x)~(m(x)I(x)Y } hkSIK( x) f~,(x, h)~'dx -

- f j(x)~(m(x)Í(x))~~~dx f O(hk)

which gives (A.7).
Using Lemmas 1, 3 and the antisymmetric property of IC~, we get

Bs - f~(x)~(y)(~n(x - y),~n(y - z))j(x)Í(y)Ï(z)dx dy dz -

- ~ j(y)m(y)(~ ~n(x - y)f(x)m(x)dr. ~ j(z)Kk(y - z)dz)dy

- I I(y)m(y)((m(y)j(y)Y f hkSix(Y) f A~(h, y), -j~(y) - hkSK( y) -~i(h, y))dy -

- - ~ Í(Y)m(y)((m(y)Í(y))~, j~(y))dy.

Tliis proves (A.8). To prove ( A.9) note that with w- ( x - y)~h we have

B3 - 1 m(x)m(y)j(x)j(y)~~n(2 - y)~'dxdy

1
--hát~ I m(y)j(y)m(y ~- wh)I(y t wh)IKn(w)~~dydw.

IL fullows from assiunptious (A3), (A4) that j auJ rn are Lipschitz cuntinuous ou thc

support of j. lience

B3 - -hdts(I m~(y)Íz(y)dy f ~Kn(w)~~dw(I -F D(h))~,

and (A.9) follows.
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